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Oracle Administration Guide
A guide to everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground running
About This Book Understand core administrative tasks such as deployments, purging, startup
and shutdown, configuration, and backup and recovery Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot
SOA composites and OSB services Follow step-by-step instructions to easily and quickly
install a highly available two-node cluster Who This Book Is For With topic areas ranging from
the simple to the complex, this book is intended for novice, mid-level, and experienced
administrators of the Oracle SOA Suite 12c platform as well as Oracle WebLogic Server and
Oracle Database administrators interested in diving into the product. What You Will Learn
Navigate Oracle Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware Control Monitor and manage the
Oracle SOA Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and promote code Monitor and manage services
Configure and administer the environment Manage the dehydration store and enterprise
scheduler service Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c infrastructure Set up backups, recovery,
and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA Suite 12 c is the most comprehensive and integrated
infrastructure on the market today that is used for building applications based on serviceoriented architecture. With the vast number of features and capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite
12c has to offer comes numerous complexities and challenges for administration. Oracle SOA
Suite 12c Administrator's Guide covers all the core areas of administration needed for you to
effectively manage and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its transactions, from
deployments, to monitoring, to performance tuning, and much, much more. Manage, monitor,
and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services from a single product set. Understand
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core administrative activities such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown,
configuration, backup, and recovery. Also learn about new features such as Oracle Enterprise
Scheduler, lazy loading, work manager groups, high availability, and more. Style and approach
Presented in a reference guide format where chapters can be read in any sequence, this book
explains the core concepts while providing real-world implementation specifics, detailing the
what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities that involve Oracle SOA Suite
12c. We take a step-by-step approach and offers tips, instructions, and examples that you can
easily follow and execute.
Oracle database administration requires a vast amount of information and an ability to perform
a myriad of tasks--from installation to tuning to network troubleshooting to overall daily
administration. Oracle provides many tools for performing these tasks; the trick is knowing
what tool is right for the job, what commands you need to issue (and when), and what
parameters and privileges you need to set. And, as every DBA knows, you need to know how
do all this under pressure, while you face crisis after crisis. This book provides a concise
reference to the enormous store of information an Oracle DBA needs every day (as well as
what's needed only when disaster strikes). It's crammed full of quick-reference tables, task
lists, and other summary material that both novice and expert DBAs will use time and time
again. It covers the commands and operations new to Oracle8, but also provides Oracle7
information for sites still running earlier versions. Oracle Database Administration provides two
types of material: DBA tasks--chapters summarizing how to perform critical DBA functions:
installation, performance tuning, preventing data loss, networking, security and monitoring,
auditing, query optimization, and the use of various Oracle tools and utilities DBA
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reference--chapters providing a quick reference to the Oracle instance and database, the
initialization (INIT.ORA) parameters, the SQL statements commonly used by DBAs, the data
dictionary tables, the system privileges and roles, and the SQL*Plus, Export, Import, and
SQL*Loader syntax The book also includes a resource summary with references to additional
books, Web sites, and other online and offline resources of special use to Oracle DBAs. Oracle
Database Administration is the single essential reference you'll turn to again and again. If you
must choose only one book to use at the office, keep at home, or carry to a site you're
troubleshooting, this will be that book.
This is Part 4 of a series of quick learning guides for Oracle designers, developers and
managers including database administrators. Part 4 introduces early entrants with basic Oracle
skills to the main concepts of Oracle data security and user privilege management and
administration. The guide includes details of how to create and how to manage users and their
database object and system access and rights. The guide also provides a basis for
understanding different database security strategies such as role-based security, virtual private
databases and procedure-based security. Part 4 contains a glossary of Oracle terminology
related to database security and user privilege administration with clear explanations of the
terms used. These guides are designed to rapidly deliver key information about Oracle to the
following audience groups: Oracle Project and System Managers, Analysts, Oracle Software
Designers and Developers and Database Administrators.
Using real-world examples and hands-on tasks, Oracle Data Guard 11gR2 Administration
Beginner's Guide will give you a solid foundation in Oracle Data Guard. It has been designed
to teach you everything you need to know to successfully create and operate Data Guard
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environments with maximum flexibility, compatibility, and effectiveness.If you are an Oracle
database administrator who wants to configure and administer Data Guard configurations, then
"Oracle Data Guard 11gR2 Administration Beginner's Guide" is for you. With a basic
understanding of Oracle database administration, you'll be able to easily follow the book.
Expert Consolidation in Oracle Database 12c is your key to reducing data management costs
and increasing data center efficiency. Consolidation and cloud computing are converging
trends sweeping the industry. The same technologies enabling cloud computing enable
consolidation as well, leading to savings on all fronts from the amount of power used for
servers to the amount of floor space consumed to the number of administrators needed to
manage an installation. Yet the consolidation process can be a long and winding road.
Success requires planning, and consideration to the impacts on supporting infrastructure.
Expert Consolidation in Oracle Database 12c guides you through planning and implementing a
consolidated Oracle Database installation using the many new features built into the latest
release of Oracle’s database management system. You’ll learn to identify candidates for
consolidation and to recognize instances that are best left stand-alone. The book guides in
working with clustered systems and ASM storage in the consolidated environment. Focus is
given to Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control as a monitoring and management
dashboard. Always the goal is to drive towards a cost-effective environment that is efficient
both in technology and people. Focuses on the new consolidation features in Oracle Database
12c Helps you evaluate and correctly decide when to consolidate Leads to cost savings and
improved data center efficiency
This updated study guide for the latest release of the most popular database software in the
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world—Oracle Database 11g— reviews using the RMAN recovery catalog, handling Flashback
technology, managing memory and resources, automating tasks, diagnosing the database,
and much more. Plus, more than 100 pages of workbook exercises help prepare you to take
the 1Z0-053 exam. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included
as part of eBook file.
Learn to build and implement a robust Oracle E-Business Suite system using the new release,
EBS 12.2. This hands-on, real-world guide explains the rationale for using an Oracle EBusiness Suite environment in a business enterprise and covers the major technology stack
changes from EBS version 11i through R12.2. You will learn to build up an EBS environment
from a simple single-node installation to a complex multi-node high available setup. Practical
Oracle E-Business Suite focuses on release R12.2, but key areas in R12.1 are also covered
wherever necessary. Detailed instructions are provided for the installation of EBS R12.2 in
single and multi-node configurations, the logic and methodology used in EBS patching, and
cloning of EBS single-node and complex multi-node environments configured with RAC. This
book also provides information on FMW used in EBS 12.2, as well as performance tuning and
EBS 12.2 on engineered system implementations. What You Will
Learn:/bbr/pdivp/pulliUnderstand Oracle EBS software and the underlying technology stack
componentsbr/liliInstall/configure Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2 in simple and HA complex
setupsbr/liliManage Oracle EBS 12.2br/liliUse online patching (adop) for Installation of Oracle
EBS patchesbr/liliClone an EBS environment in simple and complex
configurationsbr/liliPerform and tune Oracle EBS in all layers
(Application/DB/OS/NW)br/liliSecure E-Business Suite R12.2br/li/ul/divbrbWho This Book Is
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For:/bp/pp/pp/pp/pp/pp/p Developers, data architects, and data scientists looking to integrate
the most successful big data open stack architecture and how to choose the correct technology
in every layer
Perl is a very powerful tool for Oracle database administrators, but too few DBAs realize how
helpful Perl can be in managing, monitoring, and tuning Oracle databases. Whether you're
responsible for Oracle9i, Oracle8i, or earlier databases, you'll find Perl an invaluable addition to
your database administration arsenal.You don't need to be a Perl expert to use the excellent
applications and scripts described in Perl for Oracle DBAs. The book explains what you need
to know about Perl, provides a wealth of ready-to-use scripts developed especially for Oracle
DBAs, and suggests many resources for further exploration. The book covers: The Perl
language -- an introduction to Perl, its rich history and culture, and its extensive text processing
and data transformation capabilities. The Perl/Oracle architecture -- Detailed information about
Perl DBI, DBD::Oracle, the Oracle Call Interface (OCI), Oracle::OCI, extproc_perl, and
mod_perl, the modules that allow Perl programs to communicate with Oracle databases. Perl
applications for Oracle DBAs -- Profiles of the best Perl open source applications available for
use and customization by Oracle DBAs: Perl/Tk, OraExplain, StatsView, Orac, DDL::Oracle,
SchemaDiff, Senora, DBD::Chart, SchemaView-Plus, Oracletool, Karma, Embperl, and Mason.
The Perl Database Administration (PDBA) Toolkit -- a comprehensive suite of specialized,
ready-to-use scripts designed to help Oracle DBAs perform both routine and special-purpose
administrative tasks: monitoring the Oracle alert log and databases, creating and managing
Oracle user accounts, maintaining indexes and extents, extracting DDL and data,
troubleshooting and tuning database problems, and much more. The book also explains how
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Oracle DBAs and developers can extend the toolkit and solve their own database
administration problems using Perl.

Database administration isn’t about passing a certified exam, or about pointing and
clicking your way through a crisis. Database administration is about applying the right
solution at the right time, avoiding risk, and making robust choices that get you home
each night in time for dinner with your family. This book will help elevate you to the level
of Professional Oracle Database Administrator. This book provides information and
techniques for keeping an Oracle database stable and running on-premise, and is fully
updated to cover Oracle Database 18c. New in this edition is coverage of cloud
administration in the Oracle Public Cloud, automation of tasks using the autonomous
database features, and data movement with multi-tenant databases. The book covers
everything from architecture of the database engine, securing objects and users,
strategies for performing maintenance tasks and resolving performance problems,
through to backup and recovery. Pro Oracle Database 18c Administration takes a
modern approach to database administration. Emphasis is given to automation, which
is of growing importance as more databases are being moved into various cloud
solutions and database administrators are being required to manage more instances
than ever. Focus is given to multi-tenant container architecture and pluggable
databases, and the book takes a refreshing, results-oriented approach that helps you
get the job done. What You'll Learn Understand the differences between managing onPage 7/27
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premise and cloud deployments Take advantage of new features in 18c while also
managing older releases Manage more databases than ever by automating your
environment Apply the latest techniques around pluggable databases and
containerization Safeguard your data through good security and backup/recovery
practices Troubleshoot common problems Who This Book Is For Database architects
and administrators who want to level-up to the latest techniques around
containerization, automation, and cloud deployment. The book also is appropriate for
Oracle professionals desiring to present themselves as being competitive and up-todate with the latest in the field.
Use this comprehensive guide to study for the Oracle WebLogic Server 12c
Administration I Exam 1Z0-133. This book is a unique introductory resource to the
WebLogic Server certification for new Oracle Fusion Middleware administrators and a
valuable resource for veteran WebLogic Server administrators seeking to update their
skills for the 12c certification topics. It is common sense that passing a certification
exam requires a good command of the subject matter, understanding the intricacies
surrounding its practice, and having sufficient experience working with the concepts.
This book aims to accelerate the process by providing an accurate review of all exam
topics, suggesting hands-on practices to gain or reinforce experience working with
WebLogic Server, and introducing questions to help candidates become familiar with
the format and style of questions found on the actual certification exam. Oracle
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WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133 covers the associate level
certification with Oracle. Although not dedicated to exam 1Z0-599, the guide is also a
valuable foundational resource for those preparing for WebLogic Server 12c
implementation specialist level certification. This book: Inspects the certification topics
in the order that you would likely follow in an on-the-job middleware infrastructure
project Is a great resource for candidates preparing for the certification, who are unable
to start with live or personally-assisted training Is a great starting point for those
pursuing advanced Oracle WebLogic Server certifications What You’ll Learn Cover all
topics on the certification exam 1Z0-133 Become familiar with the types and format of
questions on the certification exam Understand and properly describe Oracle WebLogic
Server domains and clusters Install, configure, maintain, and monitor Oracle WebLogic
Server Deploy and manage applications on Oracle WebLogic Server Discover how to
use new administration features of Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Who This Book Is For
Certified Oracle WebLogic administrators seeking to update their Oracle WebLogic
Server credentials, as well as experienced WebLogic Server administrators seeking to
earn certification for the first time. Non-Oracle administrators seeking to earn a
WebLogic Server certification will also find this book useful.
An all-in-one study guide prepares you for the updated OracleCertified Associate
certification It's been nearly six years since Oracle updated its cornerstonedatabase
software, making the demand for a comprehensive studyguide for the OCA 12c
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certification a top priority. This resourceanswers that demand. Packed with invaluable
insight, chapter reviewquestions, bonus practice exams, hundreds of electronic
flashcards,and a searchable glossary of terms, this study guide prepares youfor the
challenging Oracle certification exams. Provides you with a solid understanding of
restricting andsorting data Walks you through using conversion functions and
conditionalexpressions Addresses displaying data from multiple tables,
manipulatingdata, database maintenance, and database backups and recovery
Explores the Oracle database architecture and discussespreparing the database
environment, creating an Oracle database,and managing the Oracle instance Focuses
on administering and implementing user security This must-have study guide
thoroughly prepares you to take thedramatically updated Oracle 12c OCA exams.
Everything a DBA needs to know in one volume--this is the must-have reference for
anyone working with the Oracle database, and it’s been fully revised and updated for
Oracle Database 10g. Co-author Kevin Loney is the all-time, best-selling Oracle Press
author.
Demystifying the power of the Oracle 12c database The Oracle database is the industryleading relational database management system (RDMS) used from small companies
to the world’s largest enterprises alike for their most critical business and analytical
processing. Oracle 12c includes industry leading enhancements to enable cloud
computing and empowers users to manage both Big Data and traditional data
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structures faster and cheaper than ever before. Oracle 12c For Dummies is the perfect
guide for a novice database administrator or an Oracle DBA who is new to Oracle 12c.
The book covers what you need to know about Oracle 12c architecture, software tools,
and how to successfully manage Oracle databases in the real world. Highlights the
important features of Oracle 12c Explains how to create, populate, protect, tune, and
troubleshoot a new Oracle database Covers advanced Oracle 12c technologies
including Oracle Multitenant—the "pluggable database" concept—as well as several other
key changes in this release Make the most of Oracle 12c's improved efficiency,
stronger security, and simplified management capabilities with Oracle 12c For
Dummies.
New Oracle database administrators can get off the ground running. This book helps
you develop the ability to think on your feet and move focus in an instant from arcane
syntax details to broad, corporate issues. Along the way, you will see how to create
your first database and implement best practices to ensure a well-running database
system. What makes Oracle DBA Mentor different is that it also teaches you how to
obtain answers that are not found in this or other books. Focus is given to creating a
test bed and running test cases to examine hypotheses and prove out solutions so you
can be sure they work in production. Attention is given to navigating product
documentation and networking in forums and social media to build your skills and a
network to draw on when solving problems under pressure. There are chapters of stepPage 11/27
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by-step technical content as well as coverage of essential skills to succeed as a DBA
no matter which database engine you administer. By the time you are done reading this
book, you will have confidence to face many of the situations thrown in your direction.
You will know where to go for the answers you don’t yet know that you need. You’ll be
able to work and troubleshoot under pressure. You’ll know how to create a database,
institute backup and recovery procedures, secure the database and its valuable
corporate data, and acquire more knowledge as needed so you can run a database to
meet the needs of your organization. What You'll Learn Install Oracle Database with
best practices Implement backup and recovery procedures Understand the
fundamentals of databases and data security Find answers to technical problems using
Oracle documentation, Oracle Support, and other resources Patch and upgrade an
Oracle database Who This Book Is For The novice database administrator who wants
help getting off the ground with their DBA career, and in building the skills to let that
career flourish in the long term. Mid-level DBAs will also find the book helpful as they try
to grow their career to the next level. While the book is geared toward the Oracle
platform, database administrators from other platforms can benefit from the soft skills
covered in this book.
The Oracle database is one of the most popular in the world, and for good reason. It's
compatible, scalable, portable, and capable of performing incredibly fast. The
advantages Oracle holds over its competition come with a price, however--it's a highly
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complex database that's becoming more complex with every release. And this level of
detail, of course, can begin to weigh on database administrators (DBAs). Fortunately,
the Oracle DBA Pocket Guide from O'Reilly is on the case. This handy reference is
designed to help administrators make more effective use of their time by presenting a
compact summary of DBA tasks in an easy-to-use form. With this book by your side,
you'll have instant access to the most important concepts, best practices, tips, and
checklists. Key topics include architecture, installation, configuration, tuning, and
backup/recovery. Everything that you absolutely must know to do your job well is right
there at your fingertips. Moreover, the Oracle DBA Pocket Guide covers Oracle
Database 9i, as well as its latest release, Oracle Database 10g. The first database
designed for enterprising grid computing, Oracle Database 10g significantly reduces the
cost of managing the IT environment with a simplified install, reduced configuration and
management requirements, and automatic performance diagnosis and SQL tuning. The
latest in O'Reilly's line of bestselling Oracle titles, this book is an invaluable companion
for any database administrator--new or experienced--interested in reviewing core
Oracle concepts at a glance.
Database Administration, Second Edition , is the definitive, technology-independent
guide to the modern discipline of database administration. Packed with best practices
and proven solutions for any database platform or environment, this text fully reflects
the field’s latest realities and challenges. Drawing on more than thirty years of
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database experience, Mullins focuses on problems that today’s DBAs actually face,
and skills and knowledge they simply must have. Mullins presents realistic, thorough,
and up-to-date coverage of every DBA task, including creating database environments,
data modeling, normalization, design, performance, data integrity, compliance,
governance, security, backup/recovery, disaster planning, data and storage
management, data movement/distribution, data warehousing, connectivity, metadata,
tools, and more. This edition adds new coverage of “Big Data,” database appliances,
cloud computing, and NoSQL. Mullins includes an entirely new chapter on the DBA’s
role in regulatory compliance, with substantial new material on data breaches, auditing,
encryption, retention, and metadata management. You’ll also find an all-new glossary,
plus up-to-the-minute DBA rules of thumb.
A thorough reference on database administration outlines a variety of DBA roles and
responsibilities and discusses such topics as data modeling and normalization,
database/application design, change management, database security and data integrity,
performance issues, disaster planning, and other essentials. Original. (Advanced)
Oracle® Solaris 11 System Administration covers every skill required to effectively install and
administer the Oracle® Solaris 11.1 operating system in production environments. It features
dozens of step-bystep “learn by example” procedures, demonstrating how to apply complex
solutions in real-world data center environments. Author Bill Calkins has administered and
taught Oracle Solaris and its predecessors for more than twenty years. He also helped develop
the newest Oracle Certified Associate (OCA) and Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) exams,
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which raise the bar for Solaris certification. This guide covers every new 1Z0-821 exam topic in
detail and also covers many 1Z0-822 exam topics. Calkins also reviews the changes that
system administrators will face when upgrading to Solaris 11.1 and presents new ways to
perform familiar tasks on both SPARC and x86 hardware. You'll learn how to Install the Solaris
11 Operating Environment with Live Media or Text Interactive installers Install, manage, and
update software with the Image Packaging System and IPS repositories Understand,
customize, and troubleshoot SPARC and x86 boot processes from system power-up to loading
the OS (including coverage of ILOM, OpenBoot, and GRUB 2) Administer and create services
through the service management facility (SMF) Configure system messaging using SMF
notifications, syslog and rsyslog Configure and administer ZFS storage pools, including ZFS on
the boot drive, local disks, LUNs, and a SAN Configure and manage ZFS file systems:
encryption, redundancy, snapshots, clones, network sharing, monitoring, device replacement,
and legacy UFS migration Create, migrate, contain, and administer zones, including solaris10
branded and immutable zones Use RBAC to create custom rights profiles and grant special
privileges Manage and monitor system process scheduler (including FSS process schedulers
and proc tools) Configure Solaris networking and network services, including Reactive and
Fixed Network Configurations, VNICs, and Virtual Networking A companion website
(unixed.com/solaris11book.html) includes new 1Z0-821 and 1Z0-822 study strategies and selfassessment exams.
Learn the RDBMS concepts, database installation, and oracle database administration using
different tools and utilities that will help you to administer, monitor any production
database.Build strong foundation in database administration with this tutorial for absolute
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beginners- Oracle database installation- User connectivity and SQL execution- Oracle
database architecture- Manual database creation- Tablespace and user administration- Oracle
networking and utitlities- Oracle DBA is one of the highly stable jobs!Database Administrator is
one of the highly sought after jobs in the IT industry. It is also one of the highly stable jobs as
DATA is a vital part of every organization and they need that to be in the capable hands of a
good DBA!Starting with the database architecture, this eBook will take you through database
installation, basic administration, user administration, tablespace administration and more. By
working on lab activities, you will establish a strong database administration skill.With the basic
database administration knowledge, the eBook will take you through Oracle networking by
teaching you how Oracle client and server connectivity is done, installation of Oracle client on
windows, configuring tns entries and configuration of database listener.By completing Lab
Activities, you will be able to work along with the author and learn database administration.
This hands-on, step-by-step guide provide the detailed information necessary to run your
Oracle database smoothly and efficiently. Practical, step-by-step examples teach you the
entire Oracle environment - from installation to daily administration and maintenance.
Additional chapters give you tips for tuning, optimizing, and hassle-free on-the-fly problem
solving. Oracle DBA Survival Guide is the only book you will ever need to efficiently administer
your database!
Pro Oracle Database 11g Administration is a book focused on results. Author Darl Kuhn draws
from a well of experience over a decade deep to lay out real-world techniques that lead to
success as an Oracle Database administrator. He gives clear explanations on how to perform
critical tasks. He weaves in theory where necessary without bogging you down in unneeded
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detail. He is not afraid to take a stand on how things should be done. He won’t leave you adrift
in a sea of choices, showing you three ways to do something and then walking away.
Database administration isn’t about passing a certified exam, or about pointing-and-clicking
your way through a crisis. Database administration is about applying the right solution at the
right time, about avoiding risk, about making robust choices that get you home each night in
time for dinner with your family. If you have “buck stops here” responsibility for an Oracle
database, then Pro Oracle Database 11g Administration is the book you need to help elevate
yourself to the level of Professional Oracle Database Administrator. Condenses and organizes
the core job of a database administrator into one volume. Takes a results-oriented approach to
getting things done. Lays a foundation upon which to build a senior level of expertise
Oracle 10g Database Administrator II: Backup/Recovery uses the most current database
release from Oracle to provide thorough coverage of an Oracle database through the day-today duties of a database administrator. This text drills down key tools and techniques for
Oracle database backup, recovery and network administration and provides good preparation
for the update Oracle certification exam, Database Fundamentals I (#1Z0-043). In addition to
extensive review material, the end of chapter content also includes comprehensive coverage of
the exam objectives and exam-like practice questions. This text is the perfect compliment to
the Oracle 10g: Database Administrator: Implementation and Administration (DBA1) text and
the 1Z0-042.
Master the Configuration and Administration of Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Oversee a robust,
highly available environment for your mission-critical applications using the expert information
in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Administration Handbook explains the
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latest management techniques for the de facto application server for Oracle Fusion Middleware
11g> and provides detailed examples and best practices. Find out how to use the Oracle
WebLogic Server Administration Console feature, employ command-line and scripting tools,
implement failover and migration capabilities, and generate reliable backups. Troubleshooting,
tuning, and security procedures are also covered in this comprehensive resource. Install
Oracle WebLogic Server 11g or upgrade from a previous version Configure domains, servers,
clusters, custom networks, and virtual hosts Work with the Administration Console and
Monitoring Dashboard features of Oracle WebLogic Server Use the WebLogic Scripting Tool
(WLST) feature of Oracle WebLogic Server to manage and monitor domains Use the Oracle
WebLogic Server Work Managers feature to optimize scheduled work Deploy Web
applications, Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Improve scalability and reliability
using Oracle WebLogic Server clusters Monitor servers, tune the Java Virtual Machine,
maximize throughput, and optimize performance Authenticate, authorize, and map users within
defined security realms
PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA, Second Edition stands on the boundary between the
PeopleSoft application and the Oracle database. This new edition of David Kurtz's book is
freshly revised, showing how to tame the beast and manage Oracle successfully in a
PeopleSoft environment. You’ll learn about PeopleSoft’s Internet architecture and its use of
Oracle’s Tuxedo Application Server. You’ll find full coverage of key database issues such as
indexing, connectivity, and tablespace usage as they apply to PeopleSoft. Kurtz also provides
some of the best advice and information to be found anywhere on managing and
troubleshooting performance issues in a PeopleSoft environment. The solid coverage of
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performance troubleshooting is enough by itself to make PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA a musthave book for any Oracle Database administrator working in support of a PeopleSoft
environment. Explains PeopleSoft’s technical architecture as it relates to Oracle Database
Demonstrates how to instrument and measure the performance of PeopleSoft Provides
techniques to troubleshoot and resolve performance problems

This book, written by veteran Oracle database administrator Iggy Fernandez, a regular
on the Oracle conference circuit and the editor of NoCOUG Journal, is a manageable
introduction to key Oracle database administration topics including planning,
installation, monitoring, troubleshooting, maintenance, and backups, to name just a few.
As is clear from the table of contents, this book is not simply a recitation of Oracle
Database features such as what you find in the reference guides available for free
download on the Oracle web site. For example, the chapter on database monitoring
explains how to monitor database availability, database changes, database security,
database backups, database growth, database workload, database performance, and
database capacity. The chapters of this book are logically organized into four parts that
closely track the way your database administration career will naturally evolve. Part 1
gives you necessary background in relational database theory and Oracle Database
concepts, Part 2 teaches you how to implement an Oracle database correctly, Part 3
exposes you to the daily routine of a database administrator, and Part 4 introduces you
to the fine art of performance tuning. Each chapter has exercises designed to help you
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apply the lessons of the chapter. Each chapter also includes a list of reference works
that contain more information on the topic of the chapter. In this book, you'll find
information that you won't find in other books on Oracle Database. Here you'll discover
not only technical information, but also guidance on work practices that are as vital to
your success as technical skills. The author's favorite chapter is "The Big Picture and
the Ten Deliverables." If you take the lessons in that chapter to heart, you can quickly
become a much better Oracle database administrator than you ever thought possible.
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Configuration and Administration
Maintain a high-performance enterprise application framework using the detailed
information in this authoritative resource. Through expert instruction and real-world
examples, Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook fully explains the
latest management tools and techniques. Learn how to work from the Oracle WebLogic
Server Administration Console or command line, configure servers and clusters, deploy
applications, and optimize application performance. Tuning, troubleshooting, and load
balancing are thoroughly covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install Oracle WebLogic
Server 12c or perform an upgrade Manage domains, server instances, networks, and
virtual hosts Work with the WebLogic Scripting Tool feature and Node Manager Build
custom network channels and resource adapters Monitor performance with the
WebLogic Diagnostics Framework feature Prioritize requests using Oracle WebLogic
Server Work Managers Configure Oracle WebLogic clusters and migrate servers and
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services Deploy web applications, Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules
Establish security realms and authenticate and authorize users Allocate memory,
optimize throughput, and tune the Java Virtual Machine
Apply Your SQL Server DBA Skills to Oracle Database Administration Use your SQL
Server experience to set up and maintain a high-performance Oracle Database
environment. Written by a DBA with expertise in both platforms, Oracle Database
Administration for Microsoft SQL Server DBAs illustrates each technique with clear
explanations, examples, and comparison tables. Get full details on Oracle Database
intervals, creation assistants, management techniques, and query tools. High
availability, disaster recovery, and security procedures are also extensively covered in
this comprehensive Oracle Press guide. Install and configure Oracle Database on
Windows or Linux systems Administer and monitor databases from Oracle Enterprise
Manager Implement robust security using roles, permissions, and privileges Back up
and restore databases with Oracle Recovery Manager Use the Oracle cost-based
optimizer to tune performance Write, debug, and execute PL/SQL queries using Oracle
SQL Developer Maximize availability with Oracle Real Application Clusters Build
standby and failover servers using Oracle Data Guard
The ultimate reference guide to successful implementation of star schemas within
Oracle data warehouses, this edition also covers Oracle 8i and Oracle 9i with real-world
examples, sample code and benchmarks to illustrate key concepts.
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Beginning Oracle Database 12c Administration is your entry point into a successful and
satisfying career as an Oracle Database Administrator. The chapters of this book are
logically organized into four parts closely tracking the way your database administration
career will naturally evolve. Part 1 "Database Concepts" gives necessary background in
relational database theory and Oracle Database concepts, Part 2 "Database
Implementation" teaches how to implement an Oracle database correctly, Part 3
"Database Support" exposes you to the daily routine of a database administrator, and
Part 4 "Database Tuning" introduces the fine art of performance tuning. Beginning
Oracle Database 12c Administration provides information that you won't find in other
books on Oracle Database. You'll discover not only technical information, but also
guidance on work practices that are as vital to your success as are your technical skills.
The author's favorite chapter is "The Big Picture and the Ten Deliverables." (It is the
editor’s favorite chapter too!) If you take the lessons in that chapter to heart, you can
quickly become a much better Oracle database administrator than you ever thought
possible. You will grasp the key aspects of theory behind relational database
management systems and learn how to: • Install and configure an Oracle database,
and ensure that it’s properly licensed; • Execute common management tasks in a
Linux environment; • Defend against data loss by implementing sound backup and
recovery practices; and • Improve database and query performance.
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-052 Prepare for the Oracle
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Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g Administration I exam with help from this
exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging exercises,
practice questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary to highlight what you've
learned. This authoritative guide will help you pass the test and serve as your essential
on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-052,
including: Database architecture Creating an Oracle Database Managing the Oracle
instance Configuring and managing the Oracle network Managing database storage
structures Administering user security Managing schema objects, data and
concurrency, and undo data Implementing Oracle Database security Database
maintenance and performance management Backup and recovery Moving data
Intelligent infrastructure enhancements On the CD-ROM: One full practice exam that
simulates the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations Score report
performance assessment tool Complete electronic book Bonus exam available free with
online registration
Master Cloud building with Oracle VM 3 installation, configuration, and maintenance
Set up, configure, and manage a dynamic virtualization platform across your enterprise
using the detailed information contained in this Oracle Press guide. The book shows,
step-by-step, how to size servers for Oracle VM, choose and deploy virtualization
hardware and manage the environment as the foundation for a private cloud
infrastructure. Real-world examples and valuable best practices are featured
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throughout. Oracle VM 3 Cloud Implementation and Administration Guide lays out key
virtualization concepts and clearly explains every aspect of Oracle VM architecture.
From there, you will learn how design server farms, build and maintain virtual
machines, handle provisioning and cloning, work with Oracle VM Manager, and
incorporate solid security procedures. Advanced topics such as Disaster Recovery
design and implementation, Cloud management with Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud
Control and advanced storage and network integration aspects are fully covered. •
Features tips, techniques, and tools for optimizing Oracle products on Oracle VM •
Contains expert, hands-on advice on tackling the most common challenges • Written by
a team of Oracle professionals with extensive VM experience
Master the Powerful Virtualization Tools in Oracle VM Set up and maintain a dynamic
virtualization platform across your enterprise using the detailed information contained in
this Oracle Press guide. Oracle VM Implementation and Administration Guide contains
key virtualization concepts, practical instructions, examples, and best practices. Find
out how to design Oracle VM server farms, build and deploy virtual machines, handle
provisioning and cloning, and work with Oracle VM Manager. Monitoring, tuning, and
security techniques are also covered in this comprehensive volume. Install, configure,
and manage all Oracle VM components Plan, size, and set up Oracle VM server farms
and server pools Control resources from Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control,
Oracle VM Manager, and Oracle VM Command Line Interface Govern network drives
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and virtual storage using Oracle VM tools Create virtual machines manually or from
Oracle library templates Convert existing virtual machines on other systems to Oracle
VM virtual machines Generate virtual machine clones that run on multiple server pools
Maintain guest operating systems and software using Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid
Control's Oracle VM Management Pack
This volume provides and explains powerful scripts that automate common database
administration tasks, empowering the DBA to spend more time focusing on the critical
aspects of their job.
Expert guidance on administering the highly complex Oracle E-Business Suite Timeproven best practices Tried and tested scripts, notes, and references Covers all vital
admin tasks, including configuration, monitoring, performance tuning, troubleshooting,
and patching
Step by step guide to monitor, manage, and secure your database engine Key Features
Your companion to master all the administration-related tasks in MySQL 8 Ensure high
performance and high availability of your MySQL solution using effective replication and
backup techniques A comprehensive guide to performing query optimization, security
and a whole host of other administrative tasks in MySQL 8 Book Description MySQL is
one of the most popular and widely used relational databases in the world today. The
recently released version 8.0 brings along some major advancements in the way your
MySQL solution can be administered. This handbook will be your companion to
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understand the newly introduced features in MySQL and how you can leverage them to
design a high-performance MySQL solution for your organization. This book starts with
a brief introduction to the newly introduced features in MySQL 8, followed by quickly
jumping onto the crucial administration topics that you will find useful in your day to day
work. Topics such as migrating to MySQL 8, MySQL benchmarking, achieving high
performance by implementing the indexing techniques, and optimizing your queries are
covered in this book. You will also learn how to perform replication, scale your MySQL
solution and implement effective security techniques. A special section on the common
and not so common troubleshooting techniques for effective MySQL administration is
also covered in this book. By the end of this highly practical book, you will have all the
knowledge you need to tackle any problem you might encounter while administering
your MySQL solution. What you will learn Understanding different MySQL 8 data types
based on type of contents and storage requirements Best practices for optimal use of
features in MySQL 8 Explore globalization configuration and caching techniques to
improve performance Create custom storage engine as per system requirements Learn
various ways of index implementation for flash memory storages Configure and
implement replication along with approaches to use replication as solution Understand
how to make your MySQL 8 solution highly available Troubleshoot common issues and
identify error codes while using MySQL 8 Who this book is for This book is intended for
MySQL administrators who are looking for a handy guide covering all the MySQL
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administration-related tasks. If you are a DBA looking to get started with MySQL
administration, this book will also help you. Knowledge of the basic database concepts
is required to get started with this book.
Sam Alapati's Expert Oracle Database 11g Administration is a comprehensive
handbook for Oracle database administrators (DBAs) using the 11g release of the
Oracle Database. All key aspects of database administration are covered, including
backup and recovery, day–to–day administration and monitoring, performance tuning,
and more. This is the one book to have on your desk as a continual reference. Refer to
it frequently. It'll help you get the job done. Comprehensive handbook for Oracle
Database administrators. Covers all major aspects of database administration. Tests
and explains in detail key DBA commands. Offers primers on Linux/Unix, data
modeling, SQL, and PL/SQL.
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